The mechanisms hypothesized to drive spatial heterogeneity in reported 9 influenza activity include: environmental factors, contact patterns, population age structure, 10 and socioeconomic factors linked to healthcare access and quality of life. Harnessing the 11 large volume and high specificity of diagnosis codes in medical claims data for influenza 12 seasons from 2002-2009, we estimate the importance of socio-environmental determinants 13 and measurement-related factors on observed variation in influenza-like illness (ILI) across 14 United States counties. We found that South Atlantic states tended to have higher ILI 15 seasonal intensity, and a combination of transmission, environmental, influenza subtype, 16 socioeconomic and measurement factors explained the variation in seasonal intensity 17 across our study period. Moreover, our models suggest that sentinel surveillance systems 18 should have fixed report locations across years for the most robust inference and prediction, 19 and high volumes of data can offset measurement biases in opportunistic data samples. 20 21 29 et al., 2006). While there are numerous studies explaining spatial variation in seasonal in-30 fluenza transmission and disease burden, most studies focus on very aggregated or very local 31 study areas (e.g., country-level or one school district, respectively) compare only one or two 32 hypotheses in isolation. 33 Among these, humidity and temperature have each been associated with seasonal flu 34 onset, seasonal fluctuations, and heightened morbidity and mortality in epidemiological con-
Introduction 22
Seasonal influenza represents an important public health burden worldwide, and even within 23 a single year, there is substantial variation in disease burden across populations (Moorthy et al., 24 2012; Lee et al., 2015) . Many studies have examined the drivers and patterns influenza season-25 ality (Lofgren et al., 2007; Tamerius et al., 2011) , while others have focused on the large-scale 26 spatial patterns in influenza epidemic timing, suggesting for instance, spread from West to 27 East across North America due to a combination of local contact patterns and global travel 28 patterns (Wenger and Naumova, 2010; Schanzer et al., 2011b; Grais et al., 2003 ; Brownstein demic timings across age groups (Lemaitre and Carrat, 2010; Peters et al., 2014; Schanzer et al., resenting 2.5 billion visits from upwards of 120,000 health care providers each year, our study 85 considered six disease burden response variables: two measures of influenza disease burden 86 (relative risk of seasonal intensity, which is a proxy for attack rate, and epidemic duration in 87 number of weeks) in three populations (total population, children 5-19 years old, and adults were the same across response variables except care-seeking behavior, which was specific to 91 the age group in the response. The seasonal intensity model fit the data well and the Pear-92 son's cross-correlation coefficient between the log seasonal intensity and log prediction was 93 = 0.87 ( Figure 1) . Results reported in the following sections are from the multi-season total 94 population seasonal intensity model unless otherwise noted. 95 Temporal and spatial patterns of influenza-like illness 96 Group (random) effects were used to identify consistent spatial or temporal patterns across 97 locations and study years. We found that the [2004] [2005] Considering the large volume and spatial resolution of our data, we sought to explore the 161 robustness of our inference and model predictions under more realistic circumstances. Two 162 sequences of models were designed to mimic different types of real-world sentinel flu surveil- 
165
A third model sequence considered the specificity of inference and model predictions to cer-166 tain inclusion of historical data, thus providing insight into the generalizability of our model 167 to epidemic forecasting. We examine these applications for the total population seasonal in-168 tensity model, and these may also serve as a sensitivity analysis to missing observations. Ten 169 replicates were performed for each model with missingness to generalize findings beyond 170 that of random chance.
171

Sentinels in fixed locations
172
In this sequence of four models, 20, 40, 60, and 80% of randomly chosen county observations 173 were removed across all years. The effect sizes of drivers were pulled towards zero as fewer 174 sentinel counties reported ILI seasonal intensity, but the primary conclusions remained robust. 175 We noted that the positive effect of care-seeking increased across most model replicates and 176 insurance coverage shifted from no effect to a slightly positive effect as sentinel reporting 177 declined ( Figure 4A ). Model predictions (county-season fitted values) remained quite robust 178 relative to the complete model, even when 80% of counties were excluded ( Figure 4B ).
179
Sentinels in moving locations
180
In this sequence of four models, 20, 40, 60, and 80% of randomly chosen seasonally-stratified 181 observations were removed. Similar to the fixed-location sequence, drivers were pulled to-182 wards zero as fewer sentinel counties reported ILI, the drivers with the smallest means were 183 pulled towards zero and predictors with no effect in the complete model were found to be Our model results suggest that South Atlantic states may experience flu seasons most 208 acutely because they have higher seasonal intensities relative to their baselines, and greater 209 examination of flu season surveillance and surge capacity in these areas may be warranted. 210 We also found that a mixture of factors explained the variation in our model and that these 211 factors changed across different cross-sections of time, thus highlighting the necessity of cross-212 disciplinary approaches (e.g., from sociology to epidemiology to immunology) in future pur-213 suits of this question. Moreover, the declining importance of claims database coverage (i.e., Color indicates directionality of the significant effect (blue is positive, red is negative) while greater transparency indicates a lower percentage of replicates with a significant effect (for models with missingness); dot size represents the magnitude of the posterior mean (or average of the posterior mean across replicates). Predictors with no significant effect across the sequence of models were removed for viewing ease, and absence of a dot means the effect was not significant across any replicates. B) Map of model prediction match between the complete model and the 40% and 20% reporting levels for fixed-location sentinels. Match between the complete and sentinel models were aggregated across 70 season-replicate combinations (7 seasons * 10 replicates). Color indicates match between posterior predictions in the missing and complete models (purple represents a failure to match in at least half of season-replicate combinations). accurate fitted values across increasingly missing data suggests that routine sentinel surveil-218 lance in fixed locations may be more accurate for interpolating ILI disease burden among 219 uncovered areas than surveillance across changing locations, even when fewer locations may 220 be surveyed.
221
Prior studies have reported relationships between low absolute humidity and greater in- while longer epidemics were associated with larger household sizes and greater population 230 density. We suspect that density-dependent transmission explained differences in epidemic 231 duration but not seasonal intensity because the calculation for seasonal intensity accounted 232 for population size; population density did not explain variation in the risk of seasonal intensity 233 after adjusting for greater transmission among larger populations.
234
Household studies of influenza transmission often examine age-specific risks of household 235 influenza introduction (Cauchemez et al., 2004; Lau et al., 2015) , and differences in contact 236 and travel patterns between children and adults have led to the hypothesis that children , 2006) . Contrary to these hypotheses, larger child and adult population proportions were 239 both associated with lower seasonal intensity. Rather than serving as proxies for local and 240 global transmission, the complement of these predictors together may in fact capture the 241 "high-risk" population proportion in a given location -infants, toddlers, and the elderly -which 242 typically experience greater clinical severity (Thompson et al., 2006) and have higher rates of 243 care-seeking (Biggerstaff et al., 2012) . In examining seasonal intensity models for the child and 244 adult populations specifically, we were surprised to find negative associations with population 245 density and average household size, when there was no effect or a positive effect in the total 246 population model (Appendix 2). While it may be that children and adults in less connected 247 areas have greater seasonal intensity relative to their ILI baselines, these patterns may also be 248 an artifact of smaller volumes of data among age groups.
249
The positive association between influenza A/H3 and adult intensity and influenza B and , 2014; Beauté et al., 2015) . We 257 acknowledge that our findings may be specific to our study period; recent research highlights 258 the importance of childhood hemagglutinin imprinting on immune responses to subsequent 259 influenza infections (Gostic et al., 2016) . 260 We were surprised to observe that higher estimated prior immunity was associated with 261 greater seasonal intensity and longer epidemic durations for the multi-season models and 262 most seasons in the single-season models (some years experienced no effect). One possible 263 interpretation is that some locations always tend to have high disease burden relative to their 264 epidemic baselines. Prior work suggests that larger epidemics induce more antigenic drift 265 in subsequent seasons (Boni et al., 2004) ; building off this finding, we suggest that influenza 266 drift renews population susceptibility every flu season, even on small spatial scales. We also 267 acknowledge limitations underlying the calculation of this predictor; in using the seasonal 268 intensity measure to represent the previous flu season's attack rate, we ignore asymptomatic 269 infection, vaccination rates, and the reporting biases found to be an important component to 270 data observation. Additionally, membership in the same antigenic cluster is a simplification 271 of the immunity conferred by infection with a given strain. Beyond "pre-existing immunity", 272 we report mixed findings on the effect of flu vaccination. While higher vaccination coverage 273 among toddlers was associated with lower seasonal intensity, we note that higher vaccina-274 tion coverage among elderly was associated with longer epidemics. We posit that vaccina- Building off mechanistic explanations for measurement biases, we noted that the positive 297 explanatory effect of claims database coverage declined as coverage itself increased through-298 out our study period (Appendix 5). Conversely, when we artificially removed counties from 299 our model (fixed-location sentinels) or subset our data into age groups, health care-seeking 300 behavior more strongly explained the variation in seasonal intensity among the remaining 301 observations. These two results together suggest that statistical inference from opportunis-302 tic data samples may avoid some types of reporting biases when the coverage or volume of 303 data achieves a minimum threshold, in response to concerns posed in Lee et al. (2016) . In our 304 specific case, increases to claims database coverage or care-seeking behavior might reduce re-305 porting biases by increasing the representativeness of a given location's sample. Additionally, 306 we present the concept of a network of sentinel locations, in contrast to sentinel physicians or 307 hospitals, which may be composed of administrative units (e.g., counties) that were chosen for 308 either their representativeness of the larger population or their status as an outlier (e.g., match 309 or failure to match locations in Figure 4 , respectively). Given the growing availability of health-310 associated big data in infectious disease surveillance (Bansal et al., 2016; Simonsen et al., 2016) , 311 we project the possibility that sentinel locations may report high volume digital health data 312 from disparate sources to a central public health organization and that the informed choice 313 of sentinels may improve the robustness of sentinel surveillance systems. 314 We urge caution in the interpretation of our results because they are correlative and prone 315 to invoking the ecological fallacy, where statistical inference about a group (in our case, county 316 populations) is falsely assumed to apply at the individual level (Morgenstern, 1982; Robinson, 317 2009). Future research should build off our study to design experiments that may provide 318 causal or individual-level evidence that supports or rejects these hypotheses. We also ac-319 knowledge the limitations of the spatial and temporal resolutions of the data used in our 320 analysis. Previous work suggests that statistically-identified drivers of disease distributions de-321 pend on the spatial scale of analysis (Cohen et al., 2016) , and our results may be biased by the 322 county unit observations of our disease data. In addition, we incorporated multiple scales of 323 predictors (county, state, and HHS region) according to the best available data, thus poten-324 tially altering our statistical inference, although we did attempt to account for differences in 325 variation across these different predictors with the inclusion of group effects. In addition, we 326 note that the nature of our disease burden estimation procedure means that a given county's 327 seasonal intensity is relative to its own baseline across years. It may not be appropriate to use 328 our model predictions to inform national-level decision makers about absolute intensity of 329 the flu season in a given location, although local public health departments could use our 330 procedure to assess intensity in a given year relative to that of previous flu seasons. and our specific dataset was validated to independent ILI surveillance data at multiple spa-341 tial scales and age groups and captures spatial dynamics of influenza spread in seasonal and 342 pandemic scenarios (Viboud et al., 2014; Gog et al., 2014; Charu et al., 2017) . 343 We also obtained database metadata from IMS Health on the percentage of reporting 344 physicians and the estimated effective physician coverage by visit volume; these data were 345 used to generate "measurement" predictors ( Table 1) . ILI reports and measurement factors 346 at the zip3-level were redistributed to the county-level according to population weights de-347 rived from the 2010 US Census ZIP Code Tabulation Area (ZCTA) to county relationship file, 348 assuming that ZCTAs that shared the first three digits belonged to the same zip3.
349
Defining influenza disease burden. 350 We performed the following data processing steps for each county-level time series of ILI per or flu season in the study period, as appropriate (Table 1, Appendix 5). 373 We selected one predictor to represent each hypothesis according to the following criteria, 374 in order: i) Select for the finest spatial resolution; ii) Select for the greatest temporal coverage 375 for years in the study period; iii) Select for limited multicollinearity with predictors represent-376 ing the other hypotheses, as indicated by the magnitude of Spearman rank cross-correlation 377 coefficients between predictor pairs. We also compared the results of single predictor models , 2015) . Final model predictors are described below, and our hypotheses for each predic-388 tor are described in Table 1 . (2014) . Data for items 1-3 are described above in "Defining in-420 fluenza disease burden" and "Flu-specific data." We obtained the antigenic characterizations 421 for circulating strains (item 4) from CDC influenza season summaries, which are available at 422 https://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/pastreports.htm.
423
Using these data, we calculated a proxy of prior immunity that captures "the proportion 
448
Model structure 449 We present the most common version of our model structure here. The generic model for 450 county-year observations (for counties and years) of influenza disease burden is:
where y = ( 1 , … , ) ′ denotes the vector of all observations (Equation 1). We modeled the 452 mean of the observed disease burden magnitude ( ), where (y| , ) is the distribution of the 453 likelihood of the disease burden data, parameterized with mean = ( 1 , … , ) ′ and precision 454 , as appropriate to the likelihood distribution (N.B., for the Poisson likelihood, = 1/ ).
455
The mechanisms driving disease burden were modeled: 
where (.) is the link function, is the intercept, there are socio-environmental and mea-457 surement predictors ( 's), and is an offset of the expected disease burden, such that Equa-458 tion 2 models the relative risk of disease ( / ) in county , common in disease mapping (Law-459 son, 2013; Banerjee et al., 2015; Waller and Carlin, 2010) . Group terms at the county, state, 460 region, and season levels ( , [ ] , [ ] , , respectively) and the error term ( ) are independent 461 and identically distributed ( ).
462
Geographical proximity appears to increase the synchrony of flu epidemic timing (Schanzer 463 et al., 2011b; Stark et al., 2012) , while connectivity between cities has been linked with spa-464 tial spread in the context of commuting and longer distance travel (Charaudeau et al., 2014; 465 Brownstein et al., 2006; Crépey and Barthélemy, 2007; Lemey et al., 2014) . We modeled county 466 spatial dependence with an intrinsic conditional autoregressive (ICAR) model, which smooths 467 model predictions by borrowing information from neighbors (Besag et al., 1991) : Appendix 1 Figure 3 . 95% credible intervals for the state-level spatially structured coefficients when modeling seasonal intensity with state-level spatial dependence ( ). None of the spatially structured state coefficient distribution were significant. Validation to CDC surveillance data 773 We collected a) the percentage of ILI out of all patient visits among the total population, and child and adult populations as reported by CDC's ILINet, and b) the percentage of positive influenza laboratory confirmations as reported by CDC laboratory surveillance. = We note that child and adult ILI percentage was calculated with a denominator of patient visits across all age groups due to limited data availability. Both CDC surveillance systems were reported at the HHS region level and aggregated cumulatively for each flu season in our study period. We then examined scatterplots and Pearson cross-correlation coefficients (double-sided test where = no difference) between the mean model fits (where we took the mean across all counties in a given HHS region) and each CDC surveillance dataset. 
